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Blueparrott b250-xts update

I received my BlueParrott B450‑XT Bluetooth trucker headset from VXi Corp last week and have put some time on it. Long story short, the sound can go louder than you should listen and the tone is very warm and not tinny or trebly like many headsets. The connection is quick and sure. The headset worked immediately with the VXi BlueParrott app I installed on my Samsung Galaxy S6 Active with Android 7
and I associated the Parrott Button with mute and it worked fine. The mute is headset-based and doesn’t turn on mute on your phone. While muted, there’s a light tone that reminds you that you’re on mute.I took a long walk in the Summer sun and the B450-XT definitely makes my head hot. All my heat moves through my head so the headset got pretty sweaty, maybe resulting in the headset freezing up on
me at my halfway point.   When I first put the headset on, it was pretty heavy. I quickly got used to it, no worries, because the deep tone and vibrant sound makes up for it, compared to all the other VXi BlueParrott Bluetooth headsets to say nothing of all the other headsets I have had from Platronics, Jabra, and Jawbone. It is huge, it is like a set of Beats headsets but with only one housing and earpad. 
Here’s a comparison between the size of the B450-XT and my B250-XT+:Size comparison between the larger B450-XT compared to the B250-XT+I rode on my Surly Steamroller to Miriam’s Kitchen last Wednesday and it wasn’t too heavy and it. And, unlike my experience with the Plantronics Voyager Edge and the VXi BlueParrott Bluetooth headsets, there’s wasn’t a single stutter or problem with the
connection when I was listening to podcasts while I rode from Columbia Heights, Arlington, Virginia, to Foggy Bottom, Washington, DC. In terms of sound and volume, if I increased the volume of the phone to max and then set the headset to max volume, I could clearly hear my podcasts during even the windiest day on the bicycle. After testing phone calls while riding (I don’t recommend it), nobody I called
could tell that I was riding my bike or that I was moving through the wind. That’s brilliant. If folks can’t tell I am riding a bike then they’ll surely not be able to tell that I am in a park or working from the cafe.  The battery last forever with two exceptions: the B450-XT will always outlast your phone’s battery (make plans) and I’ve had a couple problems with my B450-XT seizing up and freezing out on me. When
my B450-XT freezes upVXi Blueparrott B450-XT Firmware Update UPDATE: I reached out to VXi Corp for help via Facebook and Twitter and they quickly got back to me on Twitter, acknowledged the problem, and asked me to update the firmware on my B450-XT, which just requires downloading the VXi Updater, installing it, plugging in either your B350-XT or B450-XT, allowing your USB time to identify
and install any required drivers. Then, once the VXi Updater recognizes the VXi Corporation Blueparrott headset, you can click the update. It’ll take a while for the process to complete so please don’t mess with anything because firmware updates are tricky. Everything turned out perfect; however, I haven’t tested it out so I don’t know yet if it works. I’ll let you know. Looks good so far! Once the headset
freezes, nothing will reset it until I plug it in to its microUSB charger. Otherwise, I can depress the power button for however long and it won’t reset. I think the same thing happened with the B350-XT but never happens or happened with my old B250-XT+–ever. I am hoping it’s a fluke. It’s only happened twice so far.  It’s my only concern and I will be sure to reach out to VXi Corporation to ask them about this
freeze up. I have done some reading and the only way to reset the Bluetooth headset is to plug in into the charger, which is lame. I’ll just keep a USB charger on meMe and my B450-XT I need to find out if it’s an issue that’s between my particular Android or the apps I use or whether my head is sweaty or not. My hack fix is to keep a charger on my bike–which I need anyway in order to keep up with the
Blueparrott’s unlimited battery and my S6 Active. That will solve any issues with the headset freezing up on me.Read the full article See more posts like this on Tumblr #B450‑XT #BlueParrott #BlueParrott B450‑XT #Bluetooth trucker headset #D.C. #DC #USB #VXI BlueParrott #VXI BlueParrott B450‑XT #VXi Corp #Washington I received my BlueParrott B450‑XT Bluetooth trucker headset from VXi Corp
last week and have put some time on it. Long story short, the sound can go louder than you should listen and the tone is very warm and not tinny or trebly like many headsets. The connection is quick and sure. The headset worked immediately with the VXi BlueParrott app I installed on my Samsung Galaxy S6 Active with Android 7 and I associated the Parrott Button with mute and it worked fine. The mute is
headset-based and doesn’t turn on mute on your phone. While muted, there’s a light tone that reminds you that you’re on mute.I took a long walk in the Summer sun and the B450-XT definitely makes my head hot. All my heat moves through my head so the headset got pretty sweaty, maybe resulting in the headset freezing up on me at my halfway point.   When I first put the headset on, it was pretty heavy. I
quickly got used to it, no worries, because the deep tone and vibrant sound makes up for it, compared to all the other VXi BlueParrott Bluetooth headsets to say nothing of all the other headsets I have had from Platronics, Jabra, and Jawbone. It is huge, it is like a set of Beats headsets but with only one housing and earpad.  Here’s a comparison between the size of the B450-XT and my B250-XT+:Size
comparison between the larger B450-XT compared to the B250-XT+I rode on my Surly Steamroller to Miriam’s Kitchen last Wednesday and it wasn’t too heavy and it. And, unlike my experience with the Plantronics Voyager Edge and the VXi BlueParrott Bluetooth headsets, there’s wasn’t a single stutter or problem with the connection when I was listening to podcasts while I rode from Columbia Heights,
Arlington, Virginia, to Foggy Bottom, Washington, DC. In terms of sound and volume, if I increased the volume of the phone to max and then set the headset to max volume, I could clearly hear my podcasts during even the windiest day on the bicycle. After testing phone calls while riding (I don’t recommend it), nobody I called could tell that I was riding my bike or that I was moving through the wind. That’s
brilliant. If folks can’t tell I am riding a bike then they’ll surely not be able to tell that I am in a park or working from the cafe.  The battery last forever with two exceptions: the B450-XT will always outlast your phone’s battery (make plans) and I’ve had a couple problems with my B450-XT seizing up and freezing out on me. When my B450-XT freezes upVXi Blueparrott B450-XT Firmware Update UPDATE: I
reached out to VXi Corp for help via Facebook and Twitter and they quickly got back to me on Twitter, acknowledged the problem, and asked me to update the firmware on my B450-XT, which just requires downloading the VXi Updater, installing it, plugging in either your B350-XT or B450-XT, allowing your USB time to identify and install any required drivers. Then, once the VXi Updater recognizes the VXi
Corporation Blueparrott headset, you can click the update. It’ll take a while for the process to complete so please don’t mess with anything because firmware updates are tricky. Everything turned out perfect; however, I haven’t tested it out so I don’t know yet if it works. I’ll let you know. Looks good so far! Once the headset freezes, nothing will reset it until I plug it in to its microUSB charger. Otherwise, I can
depress the power button for however long and it won’t reset. I think the same thing happened with the B350-XT but never happens or happened with my old B250-XT+–ever. I am hoping it’s a fluke. It’s only happened twice so far.  It’s my only concern and I will be sure to reach out to VXi Corporation to ask them about this freeze up. I have done some reading and the only way to reset the Bluetooth
headset is to plug in into the charger, which is lame. I’ll just keep a USB charger on meMe and my B450-XT I need to find out if it’s an issue that’s between my particular Android or the apps I use or whether my head is sweaty or not. My hack fix is to keep a charger on my bike–which I need anyway in order to keep up with the Blueparrott’s unlimited battery and my S6 Active. That will solve any issues with
the headset freezing up on me.Click to Post I received my BlueParrott B450‑XT Bluetooth trucker headset from VXi Corp last week and have put some time on it. Long story short, the sound can go louder than you should listen and the tone is very warm and not tinny or trebly like many headsets. The connection is quick and sure. The headset worked immediately with the VXi BlueParrott app I installed on
my Samsung Galaxy S6 Active with Android 7 and I associated the Parrott Button with mute and it worked fine. The mute is headset-based and doesn’t turn on mute on your phone. While muted, there’s a light tone that reminds you that you’re on mute.I took a long walk in the Summer sun and the B450-XT definitely makes my head hot. All my heat moves through my head so the headset got pretty sweaty,
maybe resulting in the headset freezing up on me at my halfway point.   When I first put the headset on, it was pretty heavy. I quickly got used to it, no worries, because the deep tone and vibrant sound makes up for it, compared to all the other VXi BlueParrott Bluetooth headsets to say nothing of all the other headsets I have had from Platronics, Jabra, and Jawbone. It is huge, it is like a set of Beats
headsets but with only one housing and earpad. I rode on my Surly Steamroller to Miriam’s Kitchen last Wednesday and it wasn’t too heavy and it. And, unlike my experience with the Plantronics Voyager Edge and the VXi BlueParrott Bluetooth headsets, there’s wasn’t a single stutter or problem with the connection when I was listening to podcasts while I rode from Columbia Heights, Arlington, Virginia, to
Foggy Bottom, Washington, DC. In terms of sound and volume, if I increased the volume of the phone to max and then set the headset to max volume, I could clearly hear my podcasts during even the windiest day on the bicycle. After testing phone calls while riding (I don’t recommend it), nobody I called could tell that I was riding my bike or that I was moving through the wind. That’s brilliant. If folks can’t
tell I am riding a bike then they’ll surely not be able to tell that I am in a park or working from the cafe.  The battery last forever with two exceptions: the B450-XT will always outlast your phone’s battery (make plans) and I’ve had a couple problems with my B450-XT seizing up and freezing out on me. When my B450-XT freezes upOnce the headset freezes, nothing will reset it until I plug it in to its microUSB
charger. Otherwise, I can depress the power button for however long and it won’t reset. I think the same thing happened with the B350-XT but never happens or happened with my old B250-XT+–ever. I am hoping it’s a fluke. It’s only happened twice so far.  It’s my only concern and I will be sure to reach out to VXi Corporation to ask them about this freeze up. I have done some reading and the only way to
reset the Bluetooth headset is to plug in into the charger, which is lame. I’ll just keep a USB charger on meMe and my B450-XT I need to find out if it’s an issue that’s between my particular Android or the apps I use or whether my head is sweaty or not. My hack fix is to keep a charger on my bike–which I need anyway in order to keep up with the Blueparrott’s unlimited battery and my S6 Active. That will
solve any issues with the headset freezing up on me.Click to Post I received my BlueParrott B450‑XT Bluetooth trucker headset from VXi Corp last week and have put some time on it. Long story short, the sound can go louder than you should listen and the tone is very warm and not tinny or trebly like many headsets. The connection is quick and sure. The headset worked immediately with the VXi
BlueParrott app I installed on my Samsung Galaxy S6 Active with Android 7 and I associated the Parrott Button with mute and it worked fine. The mute is headset-based and doesn’t turn on mute on your phone. While muted, there’s a light tone that reminds you that you’re on mute.I took a long walk in the Summer sun and the B450-XT definitely makes my head hot. All my heat moves through my head so
the headset got pretty sweaty, maybe resulting in the headset freezing up on me at my halfway point.   When I first put the headset on, it was pretty heavy. I quickly got used to it, no worries, because the deep tone and vibrant sound makes up for it, compared to all the other VXi BlueParrott Bluetooth headsets to say nothing of all the other headsets I have had from Platronics, Jabra, and Jawbone. It is
huge, it is like a set of Beats headsets but with only one housing and earpad.  Here’s a comparison between the size of the B450-XT and my B250-XT+:Size comparison between the larger B450-XT compared to the B250-XT+I rode on my Surly Steamroller to Miriam’s Kitchen last Wednesday and it wasn’t too heavy and it. And, unlike my experience with the Plantronics Voyager Edge and the VXi
BlueParrott Bluetooth headsets, there’s wasn’t a single stutter or problem with the connection when I was listening to podcasts while I rode from Columbia Heights, Arlington, Virginia, to Foggy Bottom, Washington, DC. In terms of sound and volume, if I increased the volume of the phone to max and then set the headset to max volume, I could clearly hear my podcasts during even the windiest day on the
bicycle. After testing phone calls while riding (I don’t recommend it), nobody I called could tell that I was riding my bike or that I was moving through the wind. That’s brilliant. If folks can’t tell I am riding a bike then they’ll surely not be able to tell that I am in a park or working from the cafe.  The battery last forever with two exceptions: the B450-XT will always outlast your phone’s battery (make plans) and I’ve
had a couple problems with my B450-XT seizing up and freezing out on me. When my B450-XT freezes upVXi Blueparrott B450-XT Firmware Update UPDATE: I reached out to VXi Corp for help via Facebook and Twitter and they quickly got back to me on Twitter, acknowledged the problem, and asked me to update the firmware on my B450-XT, which just requires downloading the VXi Updater, installing
it, plugging in either your B350-XT or B450-XT, allowing your USB time to identify and install any required drivers. Then, once the VXi Updater recognizes the VXi Corporation Blueparrott headset, you can click the update. It’ll take a while for the process to complete so please don’t mess with anything because firmware updates are tricky. Everything turned out perfect; however, I haven’t tested it out so I
don’t know yet if it works. I’ll let you know. Looks good so far! Once the headset freezes, nothing will reset it until I plug it in to its microUSB charger. Otherwise, I can depress the power button for however long and it won’t reset. I think the same thing happened with the B350-XT but never happens or happened with my old B250-XT+–ever. I am hoping it’s a fluke. It’s only happened twice so far.  It’s my only
concern and I will be sure to reach out to VXi Corporation to ask them about this freeze up. I have done some reading and the only way to reset the Bluetooth headset is to plug in into the charger, which is lame. I’ll just keep a USB charger on meMe and my B450-XT I need to find out if it’s an issue that’s between my particular Android or the apps I use or whether my head is sweaty or not. My hack fix is to
keep a charger on my bike–which I need anyway in order to keep up with the Blueparrott’s unlimited battery and my S6 Active. That will solve any issues with the headset freezing up on me.Read the full article Super-duper biggest trucker headset ever ,(and I think I’m in love) the VXi Blueparrott B450-XT (at Gerris) Goethe-Institut Washington is an organization dedicated to providing access to the German
language, culture and society, and fostering intercultural exchange in the Washington, DC area. It is part of the international network of Goethe-Institutes, and is a non-profit organization supported in part by the German government. There are 149 Goethe-Institutes and 11 liaison offices in 92 countries. The Goethe-Institut Washington offers a wide selection of classes this summer for every skill level, with
both regular and intensive classes, including Elementary German A1, Elementary German A2, Intermediate German B1, An Introduction to Reading Scholarly German, and more — view the full schedule. Registration for summer classes is currently open. Goethe-Institut Washington is now on Twitter and Facebook. Our weekly email newsletter keeps subscribers informed of our German cultural events and
courses; more local events, class information, quizzes, questions, answers, and other resources are available by following and/or liking us. The Goethe-Institut Washington presents films (classics and new; features and documentaries) every Monday night in its screening room. German films are screened with English subtitles. The May-July film series presents a selection of award-winning films from the
Berlinale, the Berlin International Film Festival, including 12 Angry Men, Signs of Life (Lebenszeichen), Solo Sunny, Trace of the Bears (Spur der Bären), Veronika Voss (Die Sehnsucht der Veronika Voss), Life is All You Get (Das Leben ist eine Baustelle) and Head-On (Gegen die Wand). View the Goethe-Institut Washington’s full schedule of cultural events. FotoGalerie, the Goethe-Institut Washington’s
exhibition space, is an ongoing showcase for the work of young German photographers. In Our Time – Photographs by Anne Lass is on display through the end of May. Next up: an annual favorite, winning works from Germany’s annual graduate photography competition, gute aussichten: new german photography 2009/2010, will be on display June-August. View the Goethe-Institut Washington’s full
schedule of cultural events. Me, after a Biker Barre spin class My girlfriend keeps on inviting me to Spin at Biker Barre in DC on Capitol Hill and I have never said no because it’s pretty awesome.   Our favorite instructor was Lauren Rice until she moved away to Seattle for grad school – we miss you, Lauren! Now, we’re digging on co-owner Katie Geffken, though we’ve really enjoyed Ashley Kristin
Stanwick and Shelby Poduch as well.Katie G is crazy hot. She dances and prances and it’s hard not to have a lot of fun in her class (don’t worry, my girlfriend agrees 100%). Katie’s energy is infectious and she’s very generous and helpful to first-timers.Biker Barre co-owner Katie Geffken Why do all those pretty women get to have all the fun? Spinning is fun, challenging, and a lot like a early morning pop
music dance party!  Seriously, were it not for spin, I don’t think I would know any modern pop dance songs.  Here’s some advice you need to to know before you start spinning: If it’s your first time, ask for help with your bike: 90% of every cyclist I see on the road has their saddle height and handlebars set wrong. So, don’t wing it at your first Spin class. Get to class early and as for the instructor’s help as
soon as he or she is free. You’ll have a much better first experience if the bike’s set up right the first time. Take note of the letter setting on your seat height. I think I am a P.The lights are off, there is no performance board, and the music is loud pop: At Biker Barre, once the the ride begins, the instructors turn off the overhead lights, the only lighting offered by battery powered candles. So, don’t feel self-
conscious. People can’t really see what you’re doing – and really don’t care. They’re paying attention to their own ride and the instructors. It’s really not a judgmental space at all.  The resistance knob is your friend not your enemy: when your instructor tells you to turn the resistance knob to the right, they don’t mean a full turn. Lauren Rice was really great at making it clear that turning the knob right might
just mean a centimeter or an inch right. Lauren was also really good at making it clear when you need to take resistance off and how it should feel and what a “flat road” feels like versus a “small hill,” a “medium hill,” and what different positions are – here are some spinning terms for you before you go; here’s some more Spinning terms – and always remember, you will not be judged for just riding your own
pace the entire time. Drink water starting the night before: and then keep drinking in the morning. Dehydration is real, even though you might be only riding for 45-minutes, if I don’t make sure I am hydrated, I quickly bonk. My performance is nothing like a regular or the instructorsDon’t wear baggy bottoms: since I wear a rowing singlet under my gym shorts, I often ditch my shorts when I get into class and
get set up. If your shorts are too baggy, they might get caught on the seat during the workout. There are lots of up-and-downs during class – it’s worse than Catholic Mass, but not kneeling. There are several positions: out, up, down, and back. When you ride “back,” you’re hovering above the saddle with your arms out on the bars.  All this movement can catch your baggy gym shorts.  Bring cool water to
class: I don’t mind room temperature water but my girl really prefers cold bottled water. There are two spots on the bars you can put your bottle and the instructors always remind their riders to drink water.Biker Barre is set up to use SPD cleats: if you use Shimano-style clipless pedals on your road or mountain bike, bring them to class and they’ll serve you well. If you’re just buying for class, consider
mountain bike-style recessed shoes so you don’t have to switch shoes when you arrive at the studio. Not all of the bikes have cages that you can use with street shoes, but many do – on the flip side of the SPD clips. I believe most stationary bikes set up Spinning have SPD clips but don’t hold me to that. Keep having fun no matter what: like Yoga, Barre, Zumba, and CrossFit, Spinning can be pretty
intimidating if you don’t know all the steps. So, it’s essential to just have fun. If you bonk out, just keep spinning. If you can’t do any more push-ups, don’t; if you can’t keep up with the cadence or pace during surges or sprints, don’t – just do your best and have fun. Making yourself sick with over-exertion or from intimidation isn’t worth it.  Have fun and pretend you’re your inner 6-year-old and have fun on the
bike, No matter what you do, the bike won’t fall over, nobody will make fun of you, and the instructors will always show you so much support you’ll want to come back.  You’re rewarded with a scented iced towel: when the ride is done and you transition to cool down and stretches, your Biker Barre instructor will get off her bike, take rolled white towels out of a mini fridge, and hand them out to you and
everyone else. I believe the towels smelled up oranges on on Friday but I believe I have enjoyed rosemary and other lovely scents. It’s such a nice little reward at the end of every ride. I went back to some old posts and I always joke about not stroking out: @chrisabraham: Survived second spin class. Didn’t stroke out again. Actually enjoyed it. @chrisabraham: For to Spin again today. 5:45 with Ashley S.
Awesome. Didn’t bonk. Secret? 4 cups of water an hour before class. PS: didn’t stroke out! @chrisabraham: Spinning almost killed me today. It was awesome. Thanks B. Katie G is a Spin murderer. She’s awesome.We, with grey terry headband I wear bargain JL Racing unisuits to my classes because I don’t like it when my shirts ride up. Since rowing trou have a little bit of padding and we’re really only
rowing for around 45-minutes, I am plenty good.  I also wear a silly headband and wristbands made out of either orange or gray terry.  So, with my Specialized clipless bike shoes, my silly accouterments, a rowing onesie, and a black t-shirt, I am sure I am a sight for sore eyes. Then, when the ride’s over and I swap over to my road shoes (my bike shoes are old from when I competed and the clips are not
recessed), I always create a block full of steam off my body when I leave the studio – it’s really amazing how much heat I give off after only 45-minutes of high intensity workout. I cannot recommend giving it a go more even if you’re a dedicated cyclist.  Since you control your own pace and intensity, even someone who isn’t very fit can really benefit from Spinning. It’s especially good for people who are
currently too heavy for running or jogging or sprinting just yet or for folks who have problems with high-impact workouts.  There’s a reason why people who are into high intensity interval training or Tabata workout often choose stationary indoor bikes as their exercise of choice. There’s no limit to the amount of effort that you can dump into your indoor bike, especially when a sexy hot instructor is motivating,
encouraging, and stoking you to ride as absolutely as hard as you want to in order to become the person you want to become, to have the life you want to live. It’s 2016!  What do you want your life to look like? What do you want to look like? How do you want to feel? How strong do you want to be?  Read the full article Me, after a Biker Barre spin class My girlfriend keeps on inviting me to Spin at Biker
Barre in DC on Capitol Hill and I have never said no because it’s pretty awesome.   Our favorite instructor was Lauren Rice until she moved away to Seattle for grad school – we miss you, Lauren! Now, we’re digging on co-owner Katie Geffken, though we’ve really enjoyed Ashley Kristin Stanwick and Shelby Poduch as well.Katie G is crazy hot. She dances and prances and it’s hard not to have a lot of fun
in her class (don’t worry, my girlfriend agrees 100%). Katie’s energy is infectious and she’s very generous and helpful to first-timers.Biker Barre co-owner Katie Geffken Why do all those pretty women get to have all the fun? Spinning is fun, challenging, and a lot like a early morning pop music dance party!  Seriously, were it not for spin, I don’t think I would know any modern pop dance songs.  Here’s some
advice you need to to know before you start spinning: If it’s your first time, ask for help with your bike: 90% of every cyclist I see on the road has their saddle height and handlebars set wrong. So, don’t wing it at your first Spin class. Get to class early and as for the instructor’s help as soon as he or she is free. You’ll have a much better first experience if the bike’s set up right the first time. Take note of the
letter setting on your seat height. I think I am a P.The lights are off, there is no performance board, and the music is loud pop: At Biker Barre, once the the ride begins, the instructors turn off the overhead lights, the only lighting offered by battery powered candles. So, don’t feel self-conscious. People can’t really see what you’re doing – and really don’t care. They’re paying attention to their own ride and the
instructors. It’s really not a judgmental space at all.  The resistance knob is your friend not your enemy: when your instructor tells you to turn the resistance knob to the right, they don’t mean a full turn. Lauren Rice was really great at making it clear that turning the knob right might just mean a centimeter or an inch right. Lauren was also really good at making it clear when you need to take resistance off and
how it should feel and what a “flat road” feels like versus a “small hill,” a “medium hill,” and what different positions are – here are some spinning terms for you before you go; here’s some more Spinning terms – and always remember, you will not be judged for just riding your own pace the entire time. Drink water starting the night before: and then keep drinking in the morning. Dehydration is real, even
though you might be only riding for 45-minutes, if I don’t make sure I am hydrated, I quickly bonk. My performance is nothing like a regular or the instructorsDon’t wear baggy bottoms: since I wear a rowing singlet under my gym shorts, I often ditch my shorts when I get into class and get set up. If your shorts are too baggy, they might get caught on the seat during the workout. There are lots of up-and-downs
during class – it’s worse than Catholic Mass, but not kneeling. There are several positions: out, up, down, and back. When you ride “back,” you’re hovering above the saddle with your arms out on the bars.  All this movement can catch your baggy gym shorts.  Bring cool water to class: I don’t mind room temperature water but my girl really prefers cold bottled water. There are two spots on the bars you can
put your bottle and the instructors always remind their riders to drink water.Biker Barre is set up to use SPD cleats: if you use Shimano-style clipless pedals on your road or mountain bike, bring them to class and they’ll serve you well. If you’re just buying for class, consider mountain bike-style recessed shoes so you don’t have to switch shoes when you arrive at the studio. Not all of the bikes have cages
that you can use with street shoes, but many do – on the flip side of the SPD clips. I believe most stationary bikes set up Spinning have SPD clips but don’t hold me to that. Keep having fun no matter what: like Yoga, Barre, Zumba, and CrossFit, Spinning can be pretty intimidating if you don’t know all the steps. So, it’s essential to just have fun. If you bonk out, just keep spinning. If you can’t do any more
push-ups, don’t; if you can’t keep up with the cadence or pace during surges or sprints, don’t – just do your best and have fun. Making yourself sick with over-exertion or from intimidation isn’t worth it.  Have fun and pretend you’re your inner 6-year-old and have fun on the bike, No matter what you do, the bike won’t fall over, nobody will make fun of you, and the instructors will always show you so much
support you’ll want to come back.  You’re rewarded with a scented iced towel: when the ride is done and you transition to cool down and stretches, your Biker Barre instructor will get off her bike, take rolled white towels out of a mini fridge, and hand them out to you and everyone else. I believe the towels smelled up oranges on on Friday but I believe I have enjoyed rosemary and other lovely scents. It’s
such a nice little reward at the end of every ride. I went back to some old posts and I always joke about not stroking out: @chrisabraham: Survived second spin class. Didn’t stroke out again. Actually enjoyed it. @chrisabraham: For to Spin again today. 5:45 with Ashley S. Awesome. Didn’t bonk. Secret? 4 cups of water an hour before class. PS: didn’t stroke out! @chrisabraham: Spinning almost killed me
today. It was awesome. Thanks B. Katie G is a Spin murderer. She’s awesome.We, with grey terry headband I wear bargain JL Racing unisuits to my classes because I don’t like it when my shirts ride up. Since rowing trou have a little bit of padding and we’re really only rowing for around 45-minutes, I am plenty good.  I also wear a silly headband and wristbands made out of either orange or gray terry.  So,
with my Specialized clipless bike shoes, my silly accouterments, a rowing onesie, and a black t-shirt, I am sure I am a sight for sore eyes. Then, when the ride’s over and I swap over to my road shoes (my bike shoes are old from when I competed and the clips are not recessed), I always create a block full of steam off my body when I leave the studio – it’s really amazing how much heat I give off after only
45-minutes of high intensity workout. I cannot recommend giving it a go more even if you’re a dedicated cyclist.  Since you control your own pace and intensity, even someone who isn’t very fit can really benefit from Spinning. It’s especially good for people who are currently too heavy for running or jogging or sprinting just yet or for folks who have problems with high-impact workouts.  There’s a reason why
people who are into high intensity interval training or Tabata workout often choose stationary indoor bikes as their exercise of choice. There’s no limit to the amount of effort that you can dump into your indoor bike, especially when a sexy hot instructor is motivating, encouraging, and stoking you to ride as absolutely as hard as you want to in order to become the person you want to become, to have the life
you want to live. It’s 2016!  What do you want your life to look like? What do you want to look like? How do you want to feel? How strong do you want to be?  Click to Post I received this email from Geoff Livingston just now with some more information on xPotomac, née BlogPotomac, coming up on February 28 in Washington, DC at Georgetown University’s Copley Formal Lounge. I have attended most of
them in the past and they have always been fun, informative, intimate, interactive, engaging, friendly, and a brilliant time. It stuffs the meaningfulness of two weeks of Summer camp into one day. Be sure to come and be sure to take advantage of the discount code Geoff for 20% off your ticket. Buy your tickets now!Who will be there? Well, me and:Geoff LivingstonShonali BurkePatrick AshamallaShel
IsraelRobert ScobleJim LongToby BloombergLauren VargasPeter CorbettAllyson KapinDanielle BrigidaAnd you. Here’s the email:Dear Friends:xPotomac (xpotomac.com), a new media conference I organize with Shonali Burke and Patrick Ashamalla, is rapidly approaching. Don’t miss Shel Israel and Robert Scoble discussing the theories behind their bestselling book The Age of Context.The new media
conference will be held this February 28 in Washington, DC at Georgetown University’s Copley Formal Lounge. The first 100 xPotomac attendees will get a copy of Robert and Shel’s book.Our closing keynote is NBC News Washington Videographer Jim Long, a.k.a. New Media Jim. xPotomac also features Cox Media’s Director of Digital Toby Bloomberg on adoption by the journalist corps; Aetna’s Director
of Social Media and Community Lauren Vargas discussing social in a regulated environment; iStrategyLabs Peter Corbett on the Internet of Things; and a special session on nonprofit new media from RAD Campaign Founder Allyson Kapin and the National Wilfdlife Federation’s Danielle Brigida.If you’d like to come, use the discount code Geoff for 20% off your ticket. Like its predecessor BlogPotomac,
xPotomac is not a for-profit event. If xPotomac makes a profit, half of the money will be donated to DC Central Kitchen and the other half will be donated to Georgetown’s Communications, Culture, and Technology program.In addition, Tenacity5 Media has had a successful launch. We have just hired our first full time employee, Erin Feldman who joins the company as director of editorial services. Thank
you for your support!I hope to see you this February, and stay warm in this cold weather!Geoff Does anyone remember Crow Bar? Downtown DC? Epicenter for Couriers and Bikers in the 90s? There was a handsome Italian-looking dude there who always parked his hardtail Sportster with tall ape-hangers right outside the bar. Maybe he was the Crow Bar DC bartender or maybe he was at the bar – no he
was definitely behind the bar. He was in traditional biker leathers one afternoon as I was nursing a beer at the bar.  Dude was badass cool biker dude and not one of those Corporate Lawyer playing dress-up for Sturgis kind of guys. A woman came around and tried to pull over his bike and he flew over the bar and was at his bike in a second. She didn’t get the bike over because the ape hanger bars were a
little loose (tall for city riding and pulled back for highway rides) and they just gave way when she tugged.He came back and reported what had happened in that altercation: Italian biker dude owns a high-end Beauty Salon and he had done her hair and charged her full price and the husband had freaked out and they had been harassing him, including calling at all hours and leaving nasty voice mails. He
stopped, looked up, and very seriously and without satire at all, and said: “A man’s salon is his castle!”I later discovered that he affected a much much more feminine personality when he worked at his salon. At DC’s iconic dive bar, Crow Bar, when I was in my 20s, he was the kind of cool badass older brother or uncle you looked up to and admired. But when I was riding around DC (I was a bike courier) I
saw him in his salon and he was prancing around and being very femme. I’ll never forget that quote. I guess a man’s salon is his castle, indeed. Sadly, it looks like Crow Bar will never be resurrected here in DC. Memories…Read the full article Brussels&Bacon See this in the app Show more
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